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FIG Young Surveyors Network

FIG YSN was established as Commission 1 ‘Working Group - 1.2 Working Group Young Surveyors’ at the FIG Congress in Munich in 2006. In 2009 Working Group was upgraded and became FIG YSN.

- Asian Pacific Network
- European Network
- North American Network
- South American Network
- African Network
FIG Young Surveyors Network

New Administrative for FIG YSN (2019-2020)

• Chair: Melissa Harrington
• Vice Chair: Kwabena Asiama (KB)
Vision of FIG Young Surveyors Network

“To INSPIRE the next generation of surveyors”

Inspire  Strengthen  Innovate  Empower

Nurture  Promote  Raise Awareness
Initiatives and Projects

Five key initiatives have been identified to assist in achieving the Vision for the FIG YSN:
FIG Young Surveyors European Meetings

- 2013 – Lisbon, Portugal
- 2014 – Berlin, Germany
- 2015 – Sofia, Bulgaria
- 2016 – Amsterdam, The Netherlands
- 2017 – Helsinki, Finland
- 2018 – Istanbul, Turkey
- 2019 – Porto, Portugal
4th FIG Young Surveyors Conference, Istanbul

- The theme was «Beyond Boundaries: The Changing Role of the Surveyor»,

- 120 Young Surveyors from 50 countries participated,

- Organised by Young Surveyors from 13 different countries,

- The meeting was supported the Turkish Chamber of Survey and Cadastre Engineers, FIG, FIG Foundation, CLGE.
4th FIG Young Surveyors Conference, Istanbul

A sapling was donated for each presenter

YSN Charity Dance
FIG YSN Sessions During FIG Congress 2018

• Volunteer Community Surveyor Program (VCSP)
• STDM (Social Tenure Domain Model) Awareness Workshop and Training,
• Mentoring Toolkit Workshop,
• A Mapathon
FIG YSN became a member of SDSN Youth (Sustainable Development Solutions Network)
FIG YSN Events in 2019
FIG YSEN Events in 2019

• CLGE Student Contest
  • Deadline to submit papers is 29 July 2019.
  • Winners will attend IngerGEO in Stuttgart.

• 6th FIG Young Surveyors European Meeting will be held in the city of Porto, Portugal, on 11th and 12th of October 2019.
Summer Training Camp in Izmir, Turkey

• 18th of Summer Training Student Camp will be organised by Turkish Chamber of Survey and Cadastre Engineers.
• Bachelor students from all around the world are invited to come
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